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If the governor of Florida handles this breakthrough correctly, it could be the beginning of
the end for one widespread piece of COVID test fakery…

And the beginning of the end of “rising case numbers”

***

As I’ve reported, COVID testing labs never tell doctors or patients how the PCR test is run.
[1]

This means the number of cycles is a secret.

A cycle is a step up in amplification of the tissue sample taken from the patient.

As even Tony Fauci has asserted, tests run at 35 cycles or above are useless. [1] [2] They’re
also misleading. The results tend to be positive, meaning the patient is “infected with the
virus.” But this is false.

However, as I’ve also reported, the CDC and the FDA recommend that the test should be run
at up to 40 cycles. [1] [3] This is a direct hustle. It ensures false positives and higher COVID
case numbers—used as justification for lockdowns.

Now, the state of Florida is doing something unheard of. It’s demanding that labs report the
“cycle threshold” for every test they run.

Here is the relevant wording in a release from the Florida governor, Ron DeSantis, and the
state Department of Health, dated December 3, 2020 [4]:

“Cycle threshold (CT) values and their reference ranges, as applicable, must be
reported by laboratories to FDOH via electronic laboratory reporting or by fax
immediately.”

“If your laboratory is not currently reporting CT values and their reference
ranges, the lab should begin reporting this information to FDOH within seven
days of the date of this memorandum.”

We can assume there is  only one reason for this order.  The Florida governor and the
Department of Health are aware that tests run at 35 cycles or higher are useless and
misleading, and they want to stop this crime.
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Imagine what happens if the trend of “new COVID cases” in Florida soon takes a sudden dip
and keeps on falling—because labs are finally telling the truth. Because their deceptive test
results are being rejected. The con will be exposed.

And imagine other states following Florida’s example.

I have a few concerns. The term “cycle threshold” is taken to be more or less synonymous
with “number of cycles.” But I would prefer Florida simply say: “All labs must report the
number of cycles for each PCR test they run.” For me, that would be clearer.

And then, down in the Florida memo, we have this: “If your laboratory is unable to report CT
values  and  their  reference  ranges,  please  fill  out  the  brief  questionnaire  attached  to  this
memorandum and  submit  by  facsimile  to  the  FDOH’s  Bureau  of  Epidemiology  confidential
fax line…” [the link to the questionnaire is in [4]]

Unable to report? Why would any lab be unable?

The questionnaire offers two bizarre possibilities. The first: “Although the qualitative result is
generated based on a CT value, the assay/instrument does not provide the user [the lab]
with the actual CT value—it only provides the qualitative result.”

What?? This indicates the lab’s PCR equipment is internally pre-programmed to run the test
at a certain number of cycles, and the lab doesn’t know what that number is, can’t find out,
and can’t demand the equipment manufacturer disclose that vital piece of information.
ABSURD. We’re dealing with a state secret?

The second item in the questionnaire for labs: “The laboratory does not have a separate
mechanism to report the CT value to FDOH [Florida Dept. of Health] since the CT value does
not get reported to the submitting provider.”

No mechanism for reporting? SET ONE UP. Email, fax, pencil and paper, carrier pigeon. Also
ABSURD.

As always, the devil is in the details. I’m sure many labs will try to avoid reporting. They
don’t want to be exposed as the charlatans they are.

Memo to Florida Governor DeSantis: Don’t let the labs weasel out of this one. Don’t let them
give  you excuses.  Don’t  let  them off the  hook.  Failure  to  report  true  facts  during  a  public
health crisis is felony. Charge a few labs, drag them into court. Put fear of prosecution into
state labs. You’re on the right track. You’ve made a major breakthrough. You see the con at
work.  You don’t  want  your  state  to  be  pressured into  lockdowns based on fake case
numbers derived from deceptive tests. Now make sure your enforcement personnel crack
down on reluctant labs. Go the distance. If labs have equipment pre-set for the number of
cycles, and they don’t know how to get inside the equipment to find that number, bring in
pros who will do the job for them. I believe you’ll uncover a major scandal. Much of that
equipment will be pre-set for 40 cycles. Keep updating the public on what you discover.
Blow  this  crime  wide  open.  Keep  a  very  close  eye  on  your  public  health  officials.  Among
them,  you’ll  find agents  who don’t  want  the truth  to  emerge.  They’ll  try  to  sabotage your
good efforts every which way they can.

DON’T LET THEM.
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Jon was a candidate for a US Congressional seat in the 29th District of California. He
maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the purpose of which is the expansion of
personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has worked as an investigative
reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics, medicine, and health for CBS Healthwatch,
LA Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern, and other newspapers and magazines in the US and
Europe. Jon has delivered lectures and seminars on global politics, health, logic, and creative
power to audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free NoMoreFakeNews emails
here or his free OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.

Notes

[1]
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/12/03/lockdowns-are-based-on-fraud-open-letter-to-people-who
-want-freedom/

[2] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_Vy6fgaBPE

[3] https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download

[4] https://www.flhealthsource.gov/files/Laboratory-Reporting-CT-Values-12032020.pdf
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